component of a reductive (real) algebraic group G. We fix a lattice M in U and assume that Q is "rational" with respect to M, meaning that when we express G as a matrix group with respect to a basis of M, G is defined by polynomial equations with coefficients in Q (the field of rational numbers). Under this assumption the inner product in U, for which Q is self-dual, can also be chosen to be rational, i.e. in such a way that the dual lattice M* of M is commensurable with M itself. Finally, we assume that Q is "Q-anisotropic". This means that there are no rational points on the boundary of Q except the origin. It is known [2] that this condition is equivalent to saying that the Q-rank of G is = 1. This implies that the maximal Q-split torus in G is given by the group of dilatations u i-> hi (ÀeR x ) and the semisimple part of G is Ô-simple an d Q-compact. A complete list of self-dual cones satisfying these conditions is available from the classification theory of simple algebraic groups.
EXAMPLE. Let U = R n , M = Z", and let S = (a tj ) be an n x n nonsingular rational symmetric matrix with signature (1, n -1) such that a n > 0 and the corresponding quadratic form S(x) = *xSx (x e U) does not express zero nontrivially in Q n . (Hence n ^ 4.) Then, the quadratic cone Q = {x = ( Xi ) e R n | S(x) > 0, x 1 > 0} is self-dual with respect to the inner product <x, y} = f xS 0 y where S 0 is an« x «positive-definite symmetric rational matrix such that (SSö 1 ) 2 = 1, and all the above conditions are satisfied for this setting.
2. Let Q be an open convex cone in U satisfying all the conditions mentioned in §1. Let U c be the complexification of U and consider the tube domain U + iQin £/ c , which is an (unbounded) symmetric domain. The semidirect product G 0 = G 0 -£/then acts transitively on U + iQ by g = gu 1 :u h-> g(u + wj (g e G 0 , u x e U).
Let T be an "arithmetic" subgroup of G 0 leaving M fixed, i.e. a subgroup of finite index of {g e G 0 \ gM = M}. Then the semidirect product f = r • M acts on U + iQ properly discontinuously. When T has no element of finite order other than the identity element, the quotient space t\(U + iQ) is a (nonsingular) complex manifold.
From the theory of compactification [1] , [6] , [7a] it is known that the quotient space t\(U + iQ) can be completed (locally) to a normal analytic space T\(U + iQ) u {oo} by adjoining a single point at infinity, which turns out to be a singular point except for some lower dimensional cases. It is an important problem in the theory of automorphic functions to construct a (canonical) desingularization, or at least a nice blow-up, of the singularities of this kind (locally and globally). A possible approach to this problem will consist of studying the ring of automorphic forms and then performing the (iterated) "monoidal transformation" with respect to the ideal of cusp forms, as was done by Igusa [4] for the case of (congruence) Siegel modular groups. In this lecture we shall present a more direct geometric approach to the problem.
For m e M*, we put
where < > denotes the natural (C-bilinear) extension of the given inner product in U. For convenience, we fix a numbering of the points in Q n M*:
and write Ç U) for Ç mU) . Consider a map (f> of U + iü into an infinitedimensional projective space P oe (C) defined by
.).
Clearly this mapping gives rise to an injection of the quotient space (U + fQ)/Minto P^iQ. Our first aim is to determine the structure of the set of limit points at infinity obtained from this imbedding. Since P^iC) is not compact (not even locally compact), we have to define such limit points in some restricted sense. For that purpose, let
be a half-line contained in Q. A point m {jl) is called l-minimal if <m 0) , w x > (m 0) E Q n M*) attains its minimum at m 0) = m 0l) . Let <r(/) be the convex closure of the set of all /-minimal elements in Q n M*. Then a(l) is a finite cell (= convex polygon) and all points in a(l) n M* are /-minimal. We denote by Z = Z(Q, M*) the collection of all cells a = o(l) obtained in this way for / c= Q, and by |Z| the set-theoretical union of all del. Then, from the assumptions on ft, it is easy to see that |Z| coincides with the boundary of the convex closure of Q n M*, and E is a locally finite cell complex such that every cell is a face of some (n -l)-dimensional cell. |S| is called (in Japanese) a "Hariko" of Q n M*. 2 To each a on the Hariko, we want to attach a certain projective variety. We put J{(T) = {j\m U) e<r}.
LEMMA 1. Suppose we have a linear relation
(2) X c j mU) = °-jeJ(a) 2 "Hariko" is a name of a Japanese handicraft to produce various figures (such as dolls, pets, tigers) by pasting pieces of paper.
Then we have (3)
X cj = 0.
J€J(a)
In fact, let dim a = r and let {m (i°\ . . . , m {ir) } be a maximal set of independent points in a n M*. Then, since the affine subspace spanned by a does not contain the origin of U, the vectors m (i°\ . . . , m (lr) are linearly independent. Hence every m U) e a n M* can be expressed uniquely in the form
with a j7c G R and ]T£ =0 a jk = 1. Hence the relation (2) implies ]T . e c^ = 0, for 0 ^ fc g r, whence we get (3).
In the relation (2) we may assume Cj e Z, since m 0) 's belong to a lattice. Then we can consider the corresponding monomial equation in the indeterminates <^ (j e J(a)) which is homogeneous by virtue of (3): with bj G Z, where7o is a fixed element in 7(cr). Given x = (^) e A 0 , we set
Then, by virtue of (2'), 6 x {m) is well-defined though the expression (5) 
Then it is immediate that x 0 G ^f f . From (6) one has
so that by (2') ty«/o = n n (Zf/tjo)
for j G J(cr), i.e. x (6x) = x. Also, from (6) one has X bijCijk = <5 i fc (Kronecker's delta),
JeJ(a)
whence we obtain 9 {Xe) = 6. Thus the correspondences x t-> 6 X and 0 HX 9 are mutually inverse, and the correspondences
give the homeomorphisms of the lemma.
4. Next, let P(o) be a projective algebraic set in PJ^C) defined by the same set of equations (2'), but replacing <=> by <= in the condition (4). Then we have From Lemmas 2 and 3, we see that P(<r) coincides with the (topological) closure of A a and hence is an r-dimensional projective variety. Moreover P(o) is rational, for, in the notation of the proof of Lemma 2, the function field of P(o) is a purely transcendental extension of C generated by 0im ; )(l ^i^r). REMARK. Through the isomorphism of Lemma 2, the torus group (C x ) r acts on A a , and it is not difficult to see that this action can naturally be extended to JP(cr). Thus (C x ) r -> P{o) is an "equivariant projective imbedding of tori" in the sense of Mumford [5] except that P(a) may not be normal.
5. The above construction of the varieties A a and P(o) can be extended to the case of an arbitrary convex polygon G in U spanned by finitely many lattice points, if we take up a priori only those linear relations (2) satisfying (3), which may be called "affine" relations. Then all the above results (except Lemma 1) remain true. It is an interesting combinatorial question to find, for a given G, simple "fundamental relations" from among these integral affine relations (2) . Especially, one may ask whether or not the binomial relations of the form
are fundamental. When this condition is satisfied, we call a "good"; in that case, P(o) is defined by a set of quadratic equations of the form £jo€j2 = €ji£j3-Clearly all 1-dimensional polygons are "good". Yamaguchi [10] proved that any 2-dimensional convex polygon spanned by lattice points is "good" except for the case of triangles such that there exists at least one lattice point in their interior but there exist no lattice points on their sides except vertices (Figure 1) . FIGURE 1 For such exceptional triangles, a set of fundamental relations is obtained by adding certain trinomial affine relations to the binomial ones. Furthermore, he showed that for n = 3 all cells a on the Hariko are "good".
6. Now let u 0 e U c , a Y e Q and put
ÀeR.
Then, for a sufficiently large A, we have w(A) e U + id. It is clear that one has Ç (j) (n(A)) -> 0 (A -> 00) for ally and that, iïj\ e J(o) (a = <r(/), u x e /), then
Therefore we have lim A _ 00 (/>(u (2) ) e A a , and actually, by Lemma 2, it is easy to see that all points in A a are obtained as limit points of this type. We put
Then we have
where, by Lemma 3, one may restrict G to the (n -l)-dimensional cells in the second union, denoted by (J'. Moreover the unions in (9) are locally finite. To see this, we note that, for any x 0 = (£?) e P^iC) and for any finite set of indices J such that £° T^ 0 for ally e /, there exists a neighbourhood Nofx 0 such that for any (<y G N one has ^ ^ 0 for all j G J. It follows that if x 0 e A a then there exists a neighbourhood N of x 0 such that ^ n N a (J ^T, which proves our assertion. Similarly, if x 0 e <j>(U + iQ) then (taking J such that / cj z J(o) for any a e Z) we find a neighbourhood N of x 0 such that °U^ n JV = 0, which shows that (j>{U + iQ) is relatively open in ^f. We have thus proved the following theorem. THEOREM 
°tt^ is relatively closed in % and is a locally finite union of the (n -\)-dimensional rational projective varieties P(G) (G
for G, T G E, vv/zere we pwt i*(0) = 0.
The last assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3. Thus the configuration of ^ is completely determined by the Hariko.
7. In order to study the structure of % more closely, let {m l9 . . . , m s } be a finite subset of M* and put
A* = jZ^mJ^ > oj.
We suppose that A ^ 0, and A -{0} c Q. Then A and A* are mutually dual open (convex) polyhedral cones, and one has Q -{0} c A*. We assume further that {m^ . . . , m s } generates the semigroup Â* n M* -{0}. Thus {m t , . . . , m s } contains a basis of M*.
We define a partial ordering in Q n M* by Then by (14) this is equal to £ (76Ï (Thus {A a ((T e Z)} is a "rational polyhedral cone decomposition" of Q in the sense of Mumford [5] , which is dual to our Hariko.) For any open convex cone A we put
Then S A is a closed (finite) subcomplex of £. In fact, from (16) we have
whence follows that <T-<T,A T nA^ 0=>A ff nA^ 0, which proves our assertion. Hence one has j 0 e 7 0 , and
and therefore j $ J 0 , which proves our contention. Now, for any integral linear relation of the form (2), the corresponding equation (2') holds for
)) (j G J(G)) and hence, going to the limit, the same is also true for (£°). Therefore one has (£?) e P{a). By Lemma 3, this implies (£?) G A x for some T -< a. Thus J 0 = J(T) and we have T > (7 0 G Z A , i.e. T G star(E A ). Q.E.D. 
II \W ik < 1 for 1 £ Î £ *.
I k
Then it is immediate that we have
A.c^nN.cU^-Since {E** (a e X)} is a star-finite open covering of Q, this implies that {% n N a (<j e X)} is a star-finite open covering of °U. It follows from this lemma that % n N a does not depend on the choice of the set of generators {m t (1 ^ / <; s)} nor on the relation (18). It follows that, if J is sufficiently large, the natural projection P oe (C) -> Pj(C) induces a homeomorphism n'(D°(E**)) nN a * n'(<j) n iV ff>J , which defines a structure of an analytic space on n'(D°(E**)) n N a independently of the choice of J. As we mentioned above this analytic space is isomorphic to an open subset of an ^-dimensional projective variety whose birational class is uniquely determined. In view of Lemma 7, the proof is complete.
We note that, when °U n N a r\ N x ^ 0, the analytic structures on % n N ff n N T induced from those on <% n N a and % n N x coincide. In fact, by the above lemma, if J is sufficiently large, the natural projection PooiQ ""* ^J(Q induces analytic isomorphisms « n N a « n'(D°a J ) n TV,,,, « n 7V T « *'</>?,,) n 7V T>J .
12. Finally, we define a natural action of T on %. Now let N a be as defined in §10 and suppose that N ty -i a is defined with respect to the set of generators { t y~1m i (l ^ i ^ s)} and the relations corresponding to (18). Then it is clear that y(N a ) = N ty~ia and y induces a (birational) analytic isomorphism of ty c\ N a onto ^ n N ty -i a . We express this property of y by saying that y is a "locally birational" analytic automorphism of ô ll. Now, from the reduction theory for T [2] , we know that there exists a finite number of (n -l)-dimensional cells o x (1 ^ v ^ v 0 ) such that every (n -l)-dimensional cell o in £ is T-equivalent to a unique <r v . Then we have (27) n = U S *V = U rs* ¥ *, which is a star-finite union. It follows from (20) that we have (28) « = U (* rs N ty -,J = U )<* n JVJ.
y, v y,v
Since this is a star-finite open covering of ^, we see that the action of F on % is properly discontinuous. Taking the quotient with respect to T, we obtain from (28)
F\% x (F\(U + iCtyvTyVn
= U iVT* n jvj. 
under T and the quotient space T\^l^ is a finite union of (n -1)-dimensional projective varieties of the form T (T \P(a), where T ff is a finite subgroup of T which stabilizes P(G).

